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See the LinkedTV 
demos

Hyperlinked Docu-
mentary

The Hyperlinked Docu-
mentary shows the 
Dutch TV programme 
Tussen Kunst en Kitsch 
(similar to Antiques 
Roadshow) enriched 
with further information 
about the objects on 
show and topics in 
discussion, satisfying 
viewers interest. 

www.linkedtv.eu/demos
/hyperlinkeddocu  

Linked News

The Linked News shows 
how local German 
broadcaster RBB‘s daily 
news programme is 
enhanced by links to 
relevant information 
about the subjects in 
the news, even uncov-
ering further details not 
mentioned in the pro-
gramme itself.

www.linkedtv.eu/demos
/linkednews 

More demos

See these and 25 other 
online LinkedTV demos 
of technology & 
services at:

www.linkedtv.eu/demos

What is Linked Television?

Television is changing. In fact, we 
think by the end of this decade it will 
be radically transformed. Linear, 
broadcast channels will be stuff of the 
past: influenced by the Web and the 
fact TV will be watched on any type of 
screen (not just the “TV set“), we will 
browse and search our way to the 
audiovisual content we want to see. 
We won't just consume, we'll interact, 
mainly by sharing our experience with 
others, but also with dedicated pro-
gramming we'll be interacting with the 
content itself. 

Any connected device will access for 
us any television or Web content – the 
distinction between the two as source 
will disappear in any case. The core of 
“television“ will survive – the daily 
news programme, the live sports 
events – but the experience we have 
with TV will change. Today, TV and the 
Web remain very different experi-
ences. Their integration is weak – 
typically no more fine grained than at 
the level of the programme itself. Our 
Web-enabled televisions could pro-
vide us so much more information 
about what we see in the TV pro-
gramme but they don't, because they 
don't know what is in the TV pro-
gramme. 

Linked Television is the seamless 
interweaving of TV and Web con-
tent into a single, integrated experi-
ence. 

It's watching the news and getting 
background information on the stories 
at your fingertips; it's seeing a paint-
ing in a TV programme and identifying 
the artist and the museum where it 
hangs. It's making this possible and 
cost-effective for the content owners 
and broadcasters by automating the 
programme enrichment, and per-
sonalising the links to each viewer.  

By building on Web and broadcast 
specifications and standards, Linked 
Television is intended to become a 
platform for the whole industry, not a 
proprietary fragment. As Web and TV 
converge, linking between them will 
be not just possible, it will be neces-
sary, in order to provide new, inter-
active services around audiovisual 
material. First demos (see left hand 
column) provide early indicators of the 
type of new experience we will realise 
with Linked Television. 

I believe we are only starting to 
scrape the surface of the possibilities 
here. Let's journey together and see 
what the future of Linked Television 
will look like! 

Lyndon Nixon, MODUL University. 
Scientific coordinator. 
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Summary of progress in LinkedTV

After the second year of LinkedTV the project is 
already close to its goal to enable a new generation 
of online applications which can interweave TV and 
the Web.

From a technical point of view a stable basis has 
been built by implementing a first integrated ver-
sion of the LinkedTV platform. The platform triggers 
the process of media analysing, annotation, hyper-
linking and enrichment of video content, stores the 
results and provides access for presentation and 
personalisation.

The first step of the process towards the creation 
of hypervideo content is the media analysis (page 
3). Analysis tasks that are being addressed in 
LinkedTV include the (semi)-automatic decomposi-
tion of the audiovisual content (e.g. temporal seg-
mentation), the association of content segments 
with object and/or scene labels, text and audio 
information analysis, and event and instance-based 
labelling of content segments. The results of the 
media analysis are then transformed into RDF 
descriptions following the LinkedTV Core Ontology.

Those annotations on media fragment level are the 
basis for the next step, the hyperlinking and 
enrichment process (page 3).

LinkedTV tools and
service ecosystem:

It computes for each concept annotated to a media 
fragment a set of links to related Web content 
(enrichment). Therefore a set of technologies for 
retrieving the enrichment content from the Web 
was developed and integrated via the LinkedTV 
platform, covering social networks as well as
whitelist sites from the content partners (page 4).

Based on an own user model taking implicit and 
explicit preferences of the user into account, the 
annotations and enrichments are filtered to allow 
for a personal user experience. Therefore a 
considerable tool set and a dedicated workflow for 
extracting, learning and modelling of user 
information, usage and behaviour was developed 
(page 5).

For the creation of innovative hypervideo appli-
cations LinkedTV offers a toolkit that enables 
developers to implement HTML5 applications that 
run across multiple devices. The toolkit simplifies 
the development of multi-screen applications by 
abstracting away the low-level details of content 
distribution and synchronization among clients 
(page 6).

An overview of the achievements is to be found in 
this newsletter, but if you are interested in any 
aspect, just contact the LinkedTV partners!

Joachim Köhler, Fraunhofer IAIS
Project co-ordinator.

Summary of progress in LinkedTV
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Analysing and annotating video
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Analysing video

Automatic multimodal analysis techniques are 
combined in a first step after video ingestion to 
identify the most salient fragments of the video 
material (e.g. shots) and detect concepts in those 
fragments, whether exploiting visual classifiers (e.g. 
person, outdoors) or looking for named entities 
(extraction from text via ASR, OCR or subtitling). 
Our analysis also involves further audio processing 
(e.g. for performing speaker clustering), face 
detection and clustering, event detection and 
object re-detection, for extracting additional 
information about the video fragments and their 
potential similarities.

The LinkedTV approach has been evaluated in the 
benchmarking activities of TRECVID and 
MediaEval, achieving top ranking in the latter‘s 
Search and Hyperlinking task in 2013.

Complementing improved accuracy of automated 
techniques, an Editor Tool allows human curators 
to check, correct and complete the video anno-
tations via an intuitive, Web based GUI. 

Contact:
Vasileios Mezaris, CERTH
bmezaris@iti.gr

Annotating video

Results of automated media analysis (see left), 
named entity extraction from textual metadata, and 
media descriptions (such as TVAnytime in the 
broadcasting domain) are combined and trans-
formed into structured, semantic annotations of the 
TV programme (using RDF as data model and 
conforming to the LinkedTV Core Ontology).

This permits further machine processing of the 
annotations. Particularly concepts annotated to 
media fragments are identified using Linked Data 
URIs, meaning Web based look-up of associated 
information and the ability to expand terms along 
their properties (e.g. link a painter to other painters 
of the same era or style).

To enable LinkedTV's enrichment of TV with links to 
other Web content, we crawl common social 
networks and scenario partners' whitelists of web-
sites, and extract online media and the concepts it 
is annotated with. We use this to generate auto-
mated links between parts of TV programmes and 
related Web content, with the Editor Tool (left) used 
to check and correct those links before delivery. 

Contact:
Raphael Troncy, EURECOM
raphael.troncy@eurecom.fr



LinkedTV Platform
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The LinkedTV Platform

The second year was dedicated to setting up a first version of the end-to-end Platform, integrating the 
results of all the technical workpackages (see our LinkedTV ecosystem on page 2 for an overview of the 
tools and services connected to each other and the LinkedTV Platform).

Thus the LinkedTV Platform at its core is an Application Service Bus which can trigger events across the 
individual components and monitor the workflow from video ingestion through to enriched playout. The 
workflow encapsulates the four functional steps described here, first analysing new video content (TV 
programmes), then annotating it with concepts and links to related Web content, before providing the 
annotation data to the LinkedTV Player for enriched playout and integrating the server-side user
personalisation aspects (anonymously; individual-specific personalisation is handled in the Player). 

To allow for a flexible, distributed architecture, communication between the platform components and the 
platform core is based on the use of RESTful APIs where each functional step itself is encapsulated into a 
single, integrated REST API. This means individual implementations of LinkedTV functionalities (e.g. using 
different choices of internal services) can be prepared and linked to the Platform as long as they expose 
their functionality using the same service interface.

Contact:
Jan Thomsen, CONDAT
jan.thomsen@condat.de 
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Presentation and personalisation
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Presenting Linked Television

User trials have studied the requirements of 
LinkedTV viewers a user interface for seamlessly 
interweaved TV and Web. The focus is on not 
disrupting the main TV programme and not confu-
sing the viewer between different contents on 
different screens. 

A companion screen approach is taken, with the 
associated content from LinkedTV on a second 
screen being synchronized with the TV programme 
on the main screen.

 

The current Player UI (centre left picture) focuses 
on ordering the concepts of the TV programme 
along common categorizations understood by 
viewers: Who, Where, What. Concepts are high-
lighted as the programme plays within a distinct 
fragment which is annotated with that concept. 
Viewers can access associated content to that 
concept during viewing or mark the concept for 
returning to later (e.g. when the programme ends). 

Already, mockups are being created for future 
improvements on this UI (centre right picture). For 
example, for News, viewers expressed very spe-
cific information needs – e.g. “for an event, I'd like 
to see previous events on a timeline which relate to 
it“. UI mock-ups let us visualise how such more 
complex enrichments could be presented to a 
viewer and ascertain their technical
implementability.

Contact:
Michiel Hildebrand, CWI
michiel.hildebrand@cwi.nl 

Personalising Linked Television

LinkedTV also has a goal to incorporate the inte-
rests of the viewer in order to personalise the 
viewing experience.

We can generate a user profile based both on 
implicit and explicit cues. If a viewer opts in, we 
can use both their player behaviour and their atten-
tion to the screen to implicitly build an interest 
profile about them. A Web based GUI permits 
anytime access to the LinkedTV profile, where a 
viewer can correct or complete their interests for 
better personalisation.

A specific ontology (LUMO) has been developed in 
LinkedTV to richly model the interests of TV view-
ers and how those interests relate (e.g. interest in 
Politics means a related interest in Politicians), 
beyond what is currently possible in Web know-
ledge models like DBPedia. 

Personalisation filter components are able to rank 
the LinkedTV annotations and enrichments of a TV 
programme according to the user‘s interest model. 
They do this via semantic concept matching after 
mapping the video annotations (and annotations of 
the video enrichments) to LUMO terms. This allows 
us to ensure the player highlights to viewers con-
cepts and enrichments most of interest to them, 
dismissing or giving less visibility to those topics 
the viewer shows less interest or disinterest in. 

Contact:
Daniel Stein, Fraunhofer IAIS
daniel.stein@iais.fraunhofer.de 
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Player

The LinkedTV Player

To support viewer access to LinkedTV enrichments, we have developed the Springfield Multiscreen Tool-
kit (SMT). 

It supports application developers by abstracting away the low-level details of the synchronization and 
distribution of content between screens. Developers create a single application that is independent of 
how many screens are involved and such an application can dynamically react to changes in the amount 
and types of screens attached to it.  Applications are developed using standard technologies, such as 
HTML5 and Java.

Our first prototype allows companion screens to control video playback on the main screen and synchro-
nise the associated LinkedTV enrichments to the main screen video. Besides touchscreens, we allow 
main screens to be controlled by gesture and remote control. This will be expanded in the next year to 
function on HbbTV SmartTVs as well as to support richer presentation of enrichments to meet viewers' 
more complex information needs. 

Contact:
Daniel Ockeloen, Noterik
daniel@noterik.nl 
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Previous model: The app was distributed New model: The app only resides in the server
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Technical outcomes of LinkedTV

Main outcomes expected in LinkedTV's third 
year

In the media analysis work, we continue to extend 
and improve our audio-visual analysis techniques. 
Not only will combined analyses produce more 
accurate results but our work will be specifically 
trained for scenario content in German and Dutch. 
The LinkedTV Editor Tool will be completed, 
allowing human control and overview of enrich-
ments for broadcasters’ editing departments. 

In the media annotation and linking work, both 
steps continue to be refined and made more accu-
rate. In entity extraction, we expect further im-
provement in disambiguation of terms and linkage 
into domain specific knowledge models (e.g. for 
cultural heritage). Enrichment will focus on greater 
relevance of the determined links, learning which 
Web sources are providing better links and what 
are the common characteristics of “more relevant” 
links. 

In LinkedTV personalisation work, the personalis-
ation tools will be integrated into the Platform and 
Player and thus made available to users via the 
scenarios. User profiles will be generated by
analysing user behaviour and attention, and used in 
filtering LinkedTV enrichments to help viewers 
access first and foremost the content they are most 
interested in. 

Further development on the multiscreen toolkit 
used by the LinkedTV Player will address new 
iterations on the User Interface for the scenarios, 
synchronization of content, cross-device commun-
ication as well as porting to other platforms such 
as HbbTV 2.0. We will continue to show our scena-
rios around News and Cultural Heritage on the 
latest releases of the player and look forward to the 
concepts that will be presented for our Media Arts 
scenario.
 
Don't miss any news from LinkedTV, follow our 
RSS feed at linkedtv.eu or Twitter feed @linkedtv

Selected publications in Year 2 of LinkedTV

Sven Buschbeck, Anthony Jameson, Raphaël 
Troncy, Houda Khrouf, Osma Suominen and Adrian 
Spirescu. A Demonstrator for Parallel Faceted 
Browsing. In Proc. Intelligent Exploration of 
Semantic Data Workshop (IESD'12), October 8-12, 
2012, Galway, Ireland. Winner of the IESD
challenge

Daniel Stein, Evlampios Apostolidis, Vasileios 
Mezaris, Nico de Abreu Pereira, Jennifer Müller, 
Mathilde Sahuguet, Benoit Huet, Ivo Lasek. 
Enrichment of News Show Videos with Multimo-
dal Semi-Automatic Analysis, NEM-Summit, 
16-18 October 2012, Istanbul, Turkey.

Houda Khrouf, Vuk Milicic and Raphaël Troncy. 
EventMedia Live: Exploring Events Connections 
in Real-Time to Enhance Content. In 11th 
International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC'12), 
Boston, USA, November 11-15, 2012. First Prize 
Winner of the Semantic Web Challenge.

Raphaël Troncy, Vuk Milicic, Giuseppe Rizzo and 
Josè Luis Redondo Garcia. MediaFinder: Collect, 
Enrich and Visualize Media Memes Shared by 
the Crowd. In (WWW'13) 2nd International Work-
shop on Real-Time Analysis and Mining of Social 
Streams (RAMSS'13), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, May 
14, 2013.

Michiel Hildebrand, Lynda Hardman. Using Expli-
cit Discourse Rules to Guide Video Enrichment. 
In (WWW'13) 1st Worldwide Web Workshop on 
Linked Media (LiME'13), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, May 
13, 2013.

Lotte Belice Baltussen, Roeland Ordelman, Jaap 
Blom. VideoHypE: An Editor Tool for Supervised 
Automatic Video Hyperlinking. In 5th International 
Conference on Intelligent Technologies for Interac-
tive Entertainment, July 2013, Mons, Belgium.

Katarina Stanoevska-Slabeva, Veselina Milanova. 
Emerging Second Screen Value Networks: 
Insights for TV Broadcasters. In 11th European 
Interactive TV Conference (EuroITV 2013), June 
2013, Como, Italy

Ivo Lašek, Peter Vojtáš. Various Approaches to 
Text Representation for Named Entity Disambi-
guation. In International Journal of Web Informati-
on Systems, Emerald, 2013.

All LinkedTV publications are listed at 
http://linkedtv.eu/demos-materials/publications



The LinkedTV business perspective

LinkedTV provides disruptive technology for a market already rapidly 
changing due to ubiquitous online access to audiovisual contents, 
multiple screens, social networking and convergence with the Web 
and gaming. 

Hence the LinkedTV solution, a combination of end-to-end Platform 
and front end Player, covers several domains in the (new) media 
industry, from content (rights) owner to the distributor, network ope-
rator and hardware manufacturer. Since LinkedTV re-uses open Web 
technologies, its solution can be directly taken up by online media 
channels, but also is adaptable to other specifications re-using part 
of the Web technology stack such as HbbTV. 

Internal commercialisation analysis in the LinkedTV project has 
concluded that the Platform could best be offered as a customisable 
SaaS offer with additional consultancy & technical support. The 
Player is a licensable multiscreen client for accessing LinkedTV 
enrichments while viewing TV. 

We believe LinkedTV could become an additional content layer for 
TV, similar to the “red button“ of interactive TV or the on-demand 
content of HbbTV. On the other hand, it may be experienced as a 
distinct app on SmartTV or mobile devices. 

In other words, LinkedTV could both lead to differentiation for offers 
in the saturated broadcast TV market, and drive market share for 
new entrants in the OTT and second screen content market. 

LinkedTV has an Advisory Board of industry experts guiding the 
development of the LinkedTV solution according to industry needs.
 
If you are interested to join the Board, contact
Heike Horstmann
heike.horstmann@iais.fraunhofer.de

Commercial outcomes of Linked Television
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Project partners

For more information about 
Linked Television, start here:

LinkedTV project overview
http://bit.ly/linkedtv2    

All current deliverables at 
www.linkedtv.eu/deliverables 

Contact us:

Project coordinator
Joachim Köhler
joachim.koehler@iais.
fraunhofer.de 

Scientific coordinator
Lyndon Nixon
lyndon.nixon@modul.ac.at 

Follow us:

Funded by EU and FP7. Grant number FP7-287911.     Newsletter © MODUL University, 2013.
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